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§1. Let E be a topological space. We call E a general metric space

when to every two pDints a and b in E there correspjnds a non-negative real

number ab, called distance function. A general metric space is called a

metric space when it satisfies the following conditions:

I. ab = 0 if and only if a = b.

II. (Symmetry) ab = bq.

III. (Triangle property) ac<ab -f £c.

Further, when a general metric space satisfies I and II or I and III, it is

said to be a semi-metric or a quasi-metric space, respectively. It is well

known that II is implied by the following condition IIΓ (Lindenbaum) :

III'. ac<:ab + cb.

We shall here consider the following conditions IV-VI besides I, II and

III:

IV. ab < 8 and cb < 8 imply ac<2 8.

V. (Uniformly regular). For every € > 0 there exists ψ (£) > 0 such

that ab<ψ (£) and cb<ψ (8) imply ac < 8.

VI. For every £ > 0 ani every a € E there exists φ (a,8) > 0 such

that ah <ψ {a, 8), cb <ψ (β, £) and cd <ψ {a, 8) imply ad < 8.

E.Chittenden proved the following theorem:

Theorem A. A topological space E is homeomorphic to a metric space

provided thai a distance function ab is defimd in E ani satisfies th? conditions

/, // and V.

In the proof he used ths new distance function defined by

d (a, W = g. 1. b. (ax} + + xn-i xΛ + x,ι b).

Moreover, E. Chittenden and A. H. Frink proved the following :

Theorem lί. A semi-metric space is metrizάble provided that the distance

function satisfies V.

Also, A. H. Frink proved the following two theorems^ :

*) Received Jun. 10th. 1949.
1) Cf. A. H. Frink, '''Distance functions and the metrication problem'7. Bull,

Amer. Math. Soc. , 43(1937).
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Tlworfin. (<• A quasi-metric space satisfying the condition V is metrizable.

Theorem I) A quasi-metric space satisfying the condition VI is metriza-

ble.

The object of this paper is to*prove the following two theorems:

Theorem l A general metric space satisfying the conditions I and V is

metrizable.

•Theorem 2- A general mesίic space satisfying the conditions I and VI is

metrizable.

These theorems are generalizations of Theorems C and D. For the proof

we uεe Theorem A and the well known lemma due to Alexandorff and

Urysohn. The latter reads as follows:

Lemma.. Ίhe fcllouing conditions are necessary and sufficient that a

neighbourhood space E is metrizable:

There exists in the space E a sequence of families of sets {Gι}, {G2}, •• ••,

{Gn}, , each family {Gn} covering whole space E, such that:

A. If two sets Gu and Gn of the nth family (n > 1) have a common

point, then there is a set of the (jι — Y)-th family, containing both Gn and G'tι.

B. If a and b are distinct points, there exists an n such that no set Gn

of the ?2-th family contains both a and b.

C. Let Sn (x) be the sum of all sets G, of the n-ίh family, containing

the point x. Then the sets {Sri (_x)}orm a complete system of neighbourhood

of the point x.

§ 2. Proof of Thoerem 1. Let b = a in V. Then ca<φ (£) implies

ca < £. Hence, aan —> 0 is equivalent to ana —> 0. If we define d(a,b)=ms.x

(ab,ba), then d(a,b) is symmetric and equivalent to ab (and so ba) topologi-

cally. Putting now ψ* (£) ~ ψ (<P (<?)), d (a, b) < ψι (<?) and d (c, b) < ψ~

(£) imply ab < ψ- (£) and cb < φ- (<?). On the other hand ac < ψ (^)

implies ca < 8. Then we have

d {a, c) = max [ac, ca~\ < max [ψ (6), e2 = £,

by ψ (6) < e. If we put ψ1 (£) = ψ (8), then d(a,b) < ψ (8) and b(c,

b) < ψ (θ) imply d(a,c) < 8. Since we can take ψ (8) <; 8/2, if we

define rι = 1, r» = φ (rι)J - •, rn+1 ΞΞ ψ (rn), . ., then rr,-> 0.

Let us now introduce a new metric p (a, b) such that,

p(a,b)==l (ab^rO

p (a, b) = 1/2W (rΛ >ab^ rtι-0 (n - 1, 2, . X

As easily may be seen, p (a,b) satisfies the condition IV and is equivalent

to d(a,b) and then t> ab topologically. The symmetricity is also preserved.
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Therefore, by Theorem A, E is metrizable by using

δ («, b) = g. l.b. (p (0*0 + + p (**-., Xn) 4- p (x^))

as a new distance function, q.e.d.

We can see that the condition V in Theorem I may be replaced by the

following :

V". For every £ > 0 there exists p (£) > 0 such thai ba < ψ (£) and

be < <P(£) imply ac <€.

§3. Proof of Theorem 2. Let E be a general metric space which

satisfies the conditious I and VI. Let U,ι(a\=E (ax < l/n\ which gives

the same topology as the original one. {£/« (<z)} is decreasing and by the

conditions I, A Uι (a) ~ a. Let us now put

*ιOO ~ 1,

nΔ (JC) = min [jn 1/m < ψ (x, nκ (x))j,

Πr+ι (x) ΞΞ min [m 1/m < ψ (x, nr (x))Ί,

and

Unr^(x) - Vr(x).

{Vr(x)} is obviously tha eiαivaleαt system of neighbourhoods to {U.i (x)}.

We shall prove that; {Vr (x) ', x € E} = s)Jtr satisfies the conditions A, B and

C of Lemma.

Let n A 1, Vr (a) Vr (b) Φ 0 and take x €: Vr (a) Vr (b). nr («) > nr (b)

implies ax < nr (b) and then bx < nr (b) g nr (a). Hence

by < fir (b) < Ύir (a) for all y € Vr (6).

From the condition VI, ay < n,-ι(a) and then y ^ V r(α)i hence K C )̂ c :

K-j Cβ). By W r Cβ) ̂  w,- C^), we have K, (Λ) C K . , (&). Therefore A is

satisfied by {!%.}.

Let a ^ b. Form A C/* (x) = Λ: there is an w such as ^ € f/Λ («). If we

take /w = min [m 1/m < ψ (a, n) < 1/nl, then V,,k (x) does not contain both

a and b. For, if Λ, 6 6 K» C^)? then KH O ) - ^ w ( ^ ) (^) c: C//λλ (ΛO and C/Wi («)

cr CΛi («) therefore« € FM C«.)KHC^). Sincexa<ψ (a, n) and xb<ψ (a,n) from

the codition VI, we have ab<\jn\ i . e . , #€ Ult(a), which is a contradic-

tion. Therefore B is satisfied by {sJJlr}.

Sr(a) = V K ( Λ ) for a e Vr(x). So that Sr(a) ID Vr(a) = t/,ίj<(Λ) ( Λ ) .

Hence it is sufficient to prove that there is an m such that Sιllt(a) aVr(a)

for every Vr (a). Take Vr (a) = J7»r («), and put ft = min [k ;Ί/k< l/nrWl.

Taking / such as Ψ (a, k) > 1/1, we have Si (a) cz Vr (a) for this /. For,

b € Si (a) if and only if there is V, (x) su:h as a, b ̂  V?. (x). So that b <Ξ
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Si (<z) if and only if there is an x such as xa < 1// and xb < 1/Z. For such

x, xa < l/l < <P (a,k) < <P(a,nr(a)). And then min {1/m : \m<ψ {a,nr (a))}

> φ (a, k) : that is, nr+ι («) = 1/m > ^ («, &)). The same is true for xb.

Hence ab < nr C«), and then b € Vr («). q. e. d.
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